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This book presents a first comprehensive typological analysis of noun phrases in Australian languages, covering the
domains of classification, qualification, quantification, determination and constituency. The analysis is based on a
representative sample of 100 languages. Among other points, the results call into question the classic idea that
Australian languages tend to lack phrasal structures in the nominal domain, with over two thirds of the languages
showing evidence for phrasehood. Moreover, it is argued that it may be more interesting to typologise languages on the
basis of where and how they allow phrasal structure, rather than on the basis of a yes-no answer to the question of
constituency. The analysis also shows that a determiner slot can be identified in about half of the languages, even though
they generally lack 'classic' determiner features like obligatory use in particular contexts or a restriction to one determiner
per NP. Special attention is given to elements, which can be used both inside and beyond determiner slots,
demonstrating how part of speech and functional structure do not always align. The book is of interest to researchers
documenting Australian languages, as well as to typologists and theorists.
Some vols. include supplemental journals of "such proceedings of the sessions, as, during the time they were depending,
were ordered to be kept secret, and respecting which the injunction of secrecy was afterwards taken off by the order of
the House".
Implement classic and functional data structures and algorithms using Python About This Book A step by step guide,
which will provide you with a thorough discussion on the analysis and design of fundamental Python data structures. Get
a better understanding of advanced Python concepts such as big-o notation, dynamic programming, and functional data
structures. Explore illustrations to present data structures and algorithms, as well as their analysis, in a clear, visual
manner. Who This Book Is For The book will appeal to Python developers. A basic knowledge of Python is expected.
What You Will Learn Gain a solid understanding of Python data structures. Build sophisticated data applications.
Understand the common programming patterns and algorithms used in Python data science. Write efficient robust code.
In Detail Data structures allow you to organize data in a particular way efficiently. They are critical to any problem,
provide a complete solution, and act like reusable code. In this book, you will learn the essential Python data structures
and the most common algorithms. With this easy-to-read book, you will be able to understand the power of linked lists,
double linked lists, and circular linked lists. You will be able to create complex data structures such as graphs, stacks and
queues. We will explore the application of binary searches and binary search trees. You will learn the common
techniques and structures used in tasks such as preprocessing, modeling, and transforming data. We will also discuss
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how to organize your code in a manageable, consistent, and extendable way. The book will explore in detail sorting
algorithms such as bubble sort, selection sort, insertion sort, and merge sort. By the end of the book, you will learn how
to build components that are easy to understand, debug, and use in different applications. Style and Approach The easyto-read book with its fast-paced nature will improve the productivity of Python programmers and improve the performance
of Python applications.
This book is a second edition, updated and expanded to explain the technologies that help us find information on the
web. Search engines and web navigation tools have become ubiquitous in our day to day use of the web as an
information source, a tool for commercial transactions and a social computing tool. Moreover, through the mobile web we
have access to the web's services when we are on the move. This book demystifies the tools that we use when
interacting with the web, and gives the reader a detailed overview of where we are and where we are going in terms of
search engine and web navigation technologies.
The introductory sections of this volume present the basic rationale and principles involved in the development of the
classification system for ecological diversity. The text describes the relevance of diversity classification to identification,
inventory, habitat, and site-species relationships. Explanations of the classification and information systems and their
application to inventory, analysis, and characterization of diversity form the core of the book. Originally published in 1981.
A UNC Press Enduring Edition -- UNC Press Enduring Editions use the latest in digital technology to make available
again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously out of print. These editions are published unaltered from
the original, and are presented in affordable paperback formats, bringing readers both historical and cultural value.
Open CHEMISTRY: THE MOLECULAR SCIENCE, Fifth Edition and take a journey into the beautiful domain of
chemistry, a fascinating and powerfully enabling experience! This easy-to-read text gives learners the solid foundation
needed for success in science and engineering courses. Every Problem-Solving Example includes a Strategy and
Explanation section, which clearly describes the strategy and approach chosen to solve the problem. In addition, an
annotated art program emphasizes the three concept levels in a pedagogically sound approach to understanding
molecules, concepts, and mathematical equations. Success is within your grasp with CHEMISTRY: THE MOLECULAR
SCIENCE, Fifth Edition. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Automated Deduction, CADE-13,
held in July/August 1996 in New Brunswick, NJ, USA, as part of FLoC '96. The volume presents 46 revised regular
papers selected from a total of 114 submissions in this category; also included are 15 selected system descriptions and
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abstracts of two invited talks. The CADE conferences are the major forum for the presentation of new results in all
aspects of automated deduction. Therefore, the volume is a timely report on the state-of-the-art in the area.
The first section of this chapter describes the major goals of this investiga tion and the general strategy of my
presentation. The remaining three sections review some requisite background material and introduce some terminology
and notation used in the book. Section B contains a brief review of some of the ideas and notation of elementary logic
and set theory. Section C contains an introductory discussion of kinds and at tributes. Section D presents some basic
ideas about laws and law sentences. A. GENERAL PLAN OF THE BOOK Basic scientific research is directed towards
the goals of increasing our knowledge of the wor1d and our understanding of the wor1d. Knowledge increases through
the discovery and confirmation of facts and laws. Understanding results from the explanation of known facts and laws,
and through the formulation of general, systematic theories. Other things being equal, we tend to feeI that our
understanding of a c1ass of phenomena increases as we develop increasingly general and intuitively unified theories of
that c1ass of phenomena. It is therefore natural to consider the possibility of one very general, unified theory which, at
least in principle, governs all known phenomena. The dream of obtaining such a theory, and the understanding that it
would provide, has motivated an enormous amount of research by both scientists and philosophers.
"An index to library and information science".
The objects we encounter in ordinary life and scientific practice - cars, people, houses, molecules, etc. - have long been a fruitful
source of perplexity for metaphysicians. This title gives an analysis of those material objects to which we take ourselves to be
committed in our ordinary, scientifically informed discourse.
Comprehensive Hard Materials deals with the production, uses and properties of the carbides, nitrides and borides of these metals
and those of titanium, as well as tools of ceramics, the superhard boron nitrides and diamond and related compounds. Articles
include the technologies of powder production (including their precursor materials), milling, granulation, cold and hot compaction,
sintering, hot isostatic pressing, hot-pressing, injection moulding, as well as on the coating technologies for refractory metals, hard
metals and hard materials. The characterization, testing, quality assurance and applications are also covered. Comprehensive
Hard Materials provides meaningful insights on materials at the leading edge of technology. It aids continued research and
development of these materials and as such it is a critical information resource to academics and industry professionals facing the
technological challenges of the future. Hard materials operate at the leading edge of technology, and continued research and
development of such materials is critical to meet the technological challenges of the future. Users of this work can improve their
knowledge of basic principles and gain a better understanding of process/structure/property relationships. With the convergence of
nanotechnology, coating techniques, and functionally graded materials to the cognitive science of cemented carbides, cermets,
advanced ceramics, super-hard materials and composites, it is evident that the full potential of this class of materials is far from
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exhausted. This work unites these important areas of research and will provide useful insights to users through its extensive crossreferencing and thematic presentation. To link academic to industrial usage of hard materials and vice versa, this work deals with
the production, uses and properties of the carbides, nitrides and borides of these metals and those of titanium, as well as tools of
ceramics, the superhard boron nitrides and diamond and related compounds.
This edited volume of 13 new essays aims to turn past discussions of natural kinds on their head. Instead of presenting a
metaphysical view of kinds based largely on an unempirical vantage point, it pursues questions of kindedness which take the use
of kinds and activities of kinding in practice as significant in the articulation of them as kinds. The book brings philosophical study
of current and historical episodes and case studies from various scientific disciplines to bear on natural kinds as traditionally
conceived of within metaphysics. Focusing on these practices reveals the different knowledge-producing activities of kinding and
processes involved in natural kind use, generation, and discovery. Specialists in their field, the esteemed group of contributors use
diverse empirically responsive approaches to explore the nature of kindhood. This groundbreaking volume presents detailed case
studies that exemplify kinding in use. Newly written for this volume, each chapter engages with the activities of kinding across a
variety of disciplines. Chapter topics include the nature of kinds, kindhood, kinding, and kind-making in linguistics, chemical
classification, neuroscience, gene and protein classification, colour theory in applied mathematics, homology in comparative
biology, sex and gender identity theory, memory research, race, extended cognition, symbolic algebra, cartography, and
geographic information science. The volume seeks to open up an as-yet unexplored area within the emerging field of philosophy of
science in practice, and constitutes a valuable addition to the disciplines of philosophy and history of science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics.
This book seeks to question the widely held assumption in Europe that to have knowledge of law is simply to have knowledge of
rules. There is a knowledge dimension beyond the symbolic which reaches right into the way facts are perceived, constructed and
deconstructed. In support of this thesis the book examines, generally, the question of what it is to have knowledge of law; and this
examination embraces not just the conceptual foundations, methods, taxonomy and theories used by jurists. It also examines the
epistemological schemes used by social scientists in general in order to show that such schemes are closely related to the
schemes of intelligibility used by lawyers and judges.
Includes Part 1, Number 2: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions to Periodicals (July - December)
This book challenges the assumptions of modern criminal law that insanity is a natural, legally and medically defined phenomenon
(covering a range of medical disorders). By doing so, it paves the way for a new perspective on insanity and can serve as the
basis for a new approach to insanity in modern criminal law. The book covers the following aspects: the structure of the principle of
fault in modern criminal law, the development of the insanity defense in criminal law, tangential in personam defenses in criminal
law and their implications for insanity and the legal mechanism of reproduction of fault. The focus is on the Anglo-American and
European-Continental legal systems. Given the attention consistently drawn by international and domestic events in this context,
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the book will be of interest to a broad and growing international audience.
About the Book: The book “Treatise on Leases” has been written very scrupulously to serve as one stop shop for accounting
guidance on leases across the globe. The standard on leases has been revamped and brought tremendous changes in the
accounting for lessees, while the accounting for lessors remain largely unchanged. With the alignment of IFRS and US GAAP on
this standard and consequential introduction of Ind AS, users could feel an emergent need for a comprehensive guide to refer for
lease transactions. This book is an endeavor to cater to that need of the users across the globe. The book comprises of
accounting guidance on leases in accordance with IGAAP and Ind AS. The text of Ind AS is meant to be referred in context of
IFRS as well, as there is no major difference between these two standards. To give a holistic and comprehensive view of local and
global standard, a detailed comparison of Ind AS, IGAAP, IFRS and US GAAP has been given. For easy understanding various
case studies and practical examples have been used, a detailed analysis of a sample lease agreement has been given in the
book. In order to allow readers, test their knowledge multiple-choice questions have been incorporated and to make this book a
comprehensive solution, authors have given disclosure checklists based on AS, Ind AS and IFRS. Further, for a more practical
and realistic outlook, the book comprises of disclosures from published financial statements of Indian and global listed companies.
The book is updated as of December 2020 and serves a wide audience ranging from CA final students to qualified CA, CS, ICWA,
CFOs, finance professionals, accountants and corporates. It's a treatise that inscribes the transfiguration of financial reporting of
lease transactions in the history of accounting, giving its readers an in-depth insight on its each and every detail. Highlights: ?
Comprehensive commentary on Ind AS 116/IFRS 16 and AS 19 explained with practical examples and case studies. ? In depth
analysis of a sample lease agreement on the basis of Ind AS 116/IFRS 16. ? Multiple Choice Questions on Ind AS/IFRS and
IGAAP. ? Detailed comparison of various GAAPs: Ind AS, IGAAP, IFRS, US GAAP and ICDS. ? Disclosure checklist for Ind AS,
IFRS and IGAAP.

This ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF MATHEMATICS aims to be a reference work for all parts of mathe matics. It is a translation
with updates and editorial comments of the Soviet Mathematical Encyclopaedia published by 'Soviet Encyclopaedia
Publishing House' in five volumes in 1977-1985. The annotated translation consists of ten volumes including a special
index volume. There are three kinds of articles in this ENCYCLOPAEDIA. First of all there are survey-type articles
dealing with the various main directions in mathematics (where a rather fine subdivi sion has been used). The main
requirement for these articles has been that they should give a reasonably complete up-to-date account of the current
state of affairs in these areas and that they should be maximally accessible. On the whole, these articles should be
understandable to mathematics students in their first specialization years, to graduates from other mathematical areas
and, depending on the specific subject, to specialists in other domains of science, en gineers and teachers of
mathematics. These articles treat their material at a fairly general level and aim to give an idea of the kind of problems,
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techniques and concepts involved in the area in question. They also contain background and motivation rather than
precise statements of precise theorems with detailed definitions and technical details on how to carry out proofs and
constructions. The second kind of article, of medium length, contains more detailed concrete problems, results and
techniques.
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